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QUESTION 1

During his yearly appraisal, a member of the sales team is given the following feedback: 

\\'Your approach to your sales target has been successful, but you have not applied the approach widely enough. Your
target for next year is to use your recent experience to double your sales- this will ensure your contribution is in line with
the team\\'s increased target\\'. 

After discussion, this target is agreed on and is added to his written appraisal. 

The organization recognizes four facets of knowledge: A) Individual B) Corporate C) Explicit D) Tacit 

Which combination describes the appraisal target given above? 

A. A and C 

B. A and D 

C. B and C 

D. B and D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

One of the requirements of a new accounts management system is that it must allow users to scale the size of text on
the screen. The requirement states that the text can be reduced to 10% of normal size and increased up to 500% of
normal size, depending on the preference of the user. 

What would this requirement be classified as? 

A. Functional requirement 

B. General requirement 

C. Non-functional requirement 

D. Technical requirement 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A project, which was initiated several months ago, has been impacted by the following changes: 

1.

 An organizational restructure has altered the responsibilities of the stakeholders. 

2.
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 A new chief executive has been appointed, who has new ideas regarding the immediate focus of the project. 

Which of the following attributes in a requirements catalogue entry would need to be updated to reflect these changes? 

A. Owner, source. 

B. Priority, owner, version history. 

C. Rationale, priority, source. 

D. Version history, author, rationale. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A project sponsor has been asked to validate requirements in the requirements validation stage of the requirements
engineering framework. 

The primary validation role of the project sponsor is to ensure that the requirements are what at this stage? 

A. Aligned with business objectives. 

B. Compliant with quality standards and policies. 

C. Technically feasible. 

D. Unambiguous. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A project team has decided that it wishes to adopt an agile/iterative approach to a development project. 

The following principles have been agreed upon to guide the selection of elicitation techniques: 

1) We will embrace the evolutionary and re-factoring principles of iterative development in our approach to 

requirements elicitation. 

2) We need to build a broad (but basic) understanding of how teams work together in the current business 

situation. 

3) We need to build strong personal relationships to ensure we can instil empowerment and collaboration 

in the team. 

Which of the following sets of elicitation techniques would support all these principles? 

A. Interviews, prototyping, scenario analysis. 
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B. Interviews, workshops, observation. 

C. Prototyping, scenario analysis, document analysis. 

D. Scenario analysis, observation, survey. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A business analyst is allocating elicited requirements to an appropriate category in a requirements 

catalogue. Here are five of the captured requirements: 

A) A sales person must be able to confirm a sales order. 

B) Only customers with a \\'normal\\' status should be permitted to place orders. 

C) The order management system should hold the data for \\'barred\\' customers for five years. 

D) A stock picker must be able to mark an order as \\'picked\\' 

E) The order management team should be able to view sales orders by time range and status. 

Which of these requirements will be classified as functional requirements in the requirements catalogue? 

A. A, B and C 

B. A, D and E 

C. B, C and D 

D. C, D and E 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A set of requirements for a new online health information portal have been prioritized using MoSCoW: 

REQ#1: (S) REQ#2: (C) REQ#3: (S) REQ#4: (M) REQ#5: (M) REQ#6: (C) REQ#7: (W) Only the minimum usable
subset was approved for inclusion in the first iteration of the project. After the build for the first iteration began, it was
estimated there was enough time to add two additional requirements, without negative impact on the project schedule. 

Which two requirements will now be added to the first iteration build? 

A. REQ#1 and REQ#3 

B. REQ#2 and REQ#6 

C. REQ#4 and REQ#5 

D. REQ#6 and REQ#7 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A business analyst has collected the following legal requirement in support of a project seeking to improve the services
provided by a children\\'s charity: 

The system must record all the details of the children and young people we interact with. 

The project is in the early phases of requirements elicitation. At this stage, the business analyst is trying to ensure that
they have captured the broad requirements. 

Which style of requirements document is the business analyst constructing, and what additional (essential) attribute will
they need to record? 

A. Requirements catalogue; owner 

B. Requirements catalogue; requirement ID 

C. Requirements list; business area 

D. Requirements list; source 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Make Me A Star Productions runs an annual talent competition for aspiring amateur singers. 

Four business rules have been identified: 

1) A contestant is allowed to sing 1 or 2 songs in a performance. 

2) An audition may be attended by up to 50 contestants. 

3) A contestant is always given an audition. 

4) A song can only be used in one performance. 

Which of these business rule(s) can be found to be correctly represented in the class diagram? 

A. 1 only 

B. 1 and 2 

C. 2, 3 and 4 

D. 3 and 4 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

A business analyst is categorizing requirements in a requirements catalogue. Which of the following would be classed
as a non-functional requirement? 

A. A customer order can be cancelled up to the point of order despatch. 

B. Customer order details must be kept for seven years. 

C. Customer order entry screens must include the company logo. 

D. Customer orders can be placed in English, Spanish or German. 

Correct Answer: B 
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